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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In early June 2022, the government of The Netherlands announced it would cut the size of livestock

herds in the country by 30% to meet European Union nitrogen and ammonia pollution rules.  As a

result of this “green” policy, many farmers will be driven out of business  and they have gathered in

protest across the country.

This is important because many may not realize that even though The Netherlands is a small

country, it's the second-largest exporter of agriculture in the world, after the United States.  As with

current energy shortages, the forced reductions in farming and food production are said to be an

“unavoidable” part of the Green Agenda to improve air, soil and water quality.

In a public statement about the new emissions targets, the Dutch government even admitted that

“The honest message … is that not all farmers can continue their business.”  Those who do

continue will have to come up with creative solutions to meet the new emissions restrictions.

A Clear Case of Corruption?

The restrictions on nitrogen for livestock farmers have befuddled many. Why would government

restrict farming at a time when food shortages and famine loom on the horizon worldwide? Some

claim to have discovered conRicts of interest within the Dutch government that can help explain

this irrational move.

The newly assigned Minister for Nature and Nitrogen Policy (who created the nitrogen regulations

and is responsible for overseeing the cuts to farming), Christianne van der Wal-Zeggelink, is

married to Piet van der Wal, who together with his brother, Bouke van der Wal, own a massive

supermarket chain called Boni.

As noted by The Conservative Treehouse,  “when Dutch farmers sell product to Boni they are

directly funding the wealth of the government minister who seeks to destroy their livelihoods.”

The van der Wal family is also heavily invested in a major online grocery retailer called Picnic.

Picnic buys food at wholesale prices directly from Boni, which minimizes its operational costs.

Picnic basically functions as a home delivery service for Boni.

In September 2021, Bill Gates entered the Dutch enterprise. He invested an estimated half-billion

dollars into Picnic, thereby becoming one of its lead investors.  Not surprisingly, Picnic focuses on

selling the fake “food” that Gates is invested in and promotes, imitation beef in particular.

The CEO of Picnic, Michiel Muller, a Dutch climate change activist, has also publicly vowed to

“change the entire food system” to be in line with sustainable goals,  which falls right in line with

Gates’ agenda.

The strong recommendation to replace beef with fake meat was made in Gates’ book “How to

Avoid a Climate Disaster: The Solutions We Have and the Breakthroughs We Need,” released in

February 2021.  In an interview with MIT Technology Review, he also suggested that people could

learn to like fake meat and, if resistance continues, regulations may be needed to force the

switch.

According to The Countersignal,  “many participating in the ongoing farmers’ protests in Holland

have openly stated they believe Gates may be partly responsible for pushing additional climate

laws.” Curiously, July 10, 2022, a large Picnic delivery facility in Almelo, Holland, burned to the

ground under mysterious circumstances.

Why Get Rid of Farmers Amid Rising Food Insecurity?

The attempt to rid The Netherlands of livestock farmers really only makes sense if seen from the

globalists’ point of view, with an eye on The Great Reset, the Green New Deal, Agenda 2030 and

related Sustainable Development Goals.

“ According to Dutch Parliament member Thierry
Baudet, the Dutch government is following the
script of The Great Reset, which requires
weakening the country, making it more dependent
on food imports, and diluting nationalism by taking
in more immigrants. To make room for immigrant
housing, they need to take land from the
farmers.”

Indeed, according to Dutch Parliament member Thierry Baudet (video above), that’s really what the

nitrogen restrictions are all about. The Dutch government is following the script of The Great Reset,

he says, which requires weakening the country, making it less independent and more dependent on

food imports.

The Great Reset script also calls for diluting nationalism and weakening borders by taking in more

immigrants, and to make room for immigrant housing, they need to take land from the farmers. So,

the new nitrogen rules are basically a precursor to a land grab. They intend to put farmers out of

business so they can take their land and stack it full of low-income, government-assistance

apartment buildings.

Aside from that, farmers also pose a threat to the technocratic elitists because they don’t need to

rely on government for basics such as food and shelter, and they can allow those who buy their

food to maintain their independence as well.

The globalists’ plan is to eliminate access to as much real food as possible, and replace natural

foods with patented foodstuffs so that the population becomes entirely dependent on them for

survival. At that point, they are easily controlled. Eliminating independent food producers — farmers

— is therefore a key to the globalist cabal’s eventual success.

Gates Gobbles Up Farmland While Pushing Fake Foods

At the same time the Dutch government is preparing to radically restrict livestock farming and meat

production — likely with Gates’ blessing, if not due to his inRuence — Gates is gobbling up farmland

back home.

Despite land prices being at a record-high, Gates purchased a 2,100-acre potato farm in North

Dakota in June 2022, bringing the total land share held by the Gates’ Red River Trust above 270,000

acres — up from about 242,000 acres in mid-September 2021.

The following map, from AgWeb,  shows the distribution of his land holdings prior to his North

Dakota acquisition. As you can see, the vast majority is farmland.

Gates Plan: Turn Farmers Into Modern Serfs

However, as reported by AgWeb at the end of June 2022, Gates didn’t get a warm welcome:

“North Dakota hosts ‘corporate farming laws’ that barres [sic] corporations and limited

liability companies from owning and leasing farms and ranches. With the Gates’s new

$13.5 million farmland purchase, North Dakotans — including the attorney general — are

concerned the sale violates the state’s law. The North Dakota attorney general’s oIce sent

a letter to the Red River Trust on Tuesday, alerting the trustee of the North Dakota land law.

‘Our oIce needs to conLrm how your company uses this land and whether this use meets

any of the statutory exceptions, such as the business purpose exception,’ wrote Drew

Wrigley, North Dakota attorney general.”

MoneyWise  followed up on the story, reporting that by July 5, 2022, Gates had secured legal

approval for his farm purchase — a decision that has raised the ire of many North Dakotans who

don’t believe Gates has good intentions.

According to MoneyWise, “The anti-corporate farming law does allow individual trusts to own

farmland if it is leased to farmers — and that’s what Gates’ frm plans to do.” Viewed from the

perspective of The Great Reset, it appears Gates may be engaged in the same kind of subversive

wealth-shift scheme as BlackRock and other investment groups that are buying up single-family

homes.

They buy them, often sight-unseen and at above-market prices, with the intent of turning them into

rentals. This too is part and parcel of The Great Reset and the United Nation’s Sustainable

Development Goals.

The intent is to eliminate all private ownership and turn the population into modern serfs. “Serf” is a

term that describes people who are required to work for the “lord” who owns the land they live on,

or who are otherwise underpaid, overworked or exploited in some way.

That’ll be all of us, one day, if the world doesn’t wake up and refuse to go along with the globalist

cabal’s Great Reset plans. The plight of the Dutch farmers is just the beginning.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,855 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Gates and the rest of these technocratic elites are truly the personifcation of evil. They have no empathy or compassion, are drunk

with their narcissistic self-importance and lust for power, and thus have no qualms about presiding over massive suffering and

depopulation. Pump deadly "vaccines" into as many people as possible, using "mandates" to coerce them, while feeding them "fake

food" that will ultimately destroy their health, expand digital surveillance, and suppress freedom. Covid was the entre; now they will

use the fake "Climate Crisis" as the pretext for "Lockdown 2.0."

The massive protests by farmers in the Netherlands and other countries, on the heels of the Canadian truckers' protests, and

increasing discontent with corrupt governments here and abroad (consider Sri Lanka) is a good sign that people are waking

up--despite the lack of coverage in the corporate media. Biblical anthropology upholds humans as created in the divine image and our

bodies as "temples of the Holy Spirit." Gates and his minions deny the sanctity of human lives other than their own, and thus destroy

and corrupt humanity and nature at will. Will we wake up and resist before it is too late? That is the question.
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Where's the Beef? Ask Bill Gates
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

In early June 2022, the government of The Netherlands announced it would cut the size of livestock herds in the country by 30% to meet European

Union nitrogen and ammonia pollution rules

'

According to Dutch Parliament member Thierry Baudet, the government is following the script of The Great Reset, which requires weakening the

country, making it more dependent on food imports, and diluting nationalism by taking in more immigrants. To make room for immigrant housing,

they need to take land from the farmers

'

The newly assigned Minister for Nature and Nitrogen Policy, Christianne van der Wal-Zeggelink, is married to Piet van der Wal, who together with his

brother are heavily invested in the major online grocery retailer Picnic. In September 2021, Bill Gates invested an estimated half-billion dollars into

Picnic, thereby becoming one of its lead investors. Gates’ involvement has raised questions about government corruption

'

At the same time the Dutch government is preparing to radically restrict livestock farming and meat production, Gates is gobbling up farmland back

home. Despite land prices being at a record high, Gates purchased a 2,100-acre potato farm in North Dakota in June 2022, bringing the total land

share held by the Gates’ Red River Trust above 270,000 acres

'

Gates claims he intends to lease the farmland to farmers. Viewed from the perspective of The Great Reset, it would then appear Gates may be

engaged in the same kind of wealth-shift scheme as BlackRock and other investment groups that are buying up single-family homes and turning

them into rentals. The end goal is to eliminate all private ownership and turn the population into serfs
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'That is the question'. hmm, yes indeed, the thing is that the strange control freaks are everywhere, what happen where you lived

happen here in little New Zealand, even the protests were shut down with force, it's strange, because this new sense of power is

foreign to me, for example, take the jab or you can't work, wear your mask for whanau(family), lock down, lockdown again and

again and again, you get my drift. Wake up people, your brain is a muscle, use it. I wonder if the brain is a muscle, it's more a

organ, um heck, I don't know what it is, now I have to go search google. Yes I know people, I shouldn't be using google, but I'm

beyond caring that the watching me
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That was excellent! It is time for a second signing or rearrmation of our Declaration of Independence and using the tools

provided by our Constitution. In other words; Time to give Gates and his fellow evil elites, a kick in the teeth.
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This is why school-aged children shouldn't pick on school-aged nerds (Gates, Fauci...). Look how they act once they gain power.
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Many are awake and more are becoming so every day. These are satanists, they worship "that" - and "that" tells them you have

given me your souls and I have given you earth power - but the day will come when I get my pound of your Resh - for eternity" .

Dr. Steven, I see these foul evil satanists like Ozymandias in Percy Bysshe Shelly's poem: I met a traveller from an antique land

Who said:

"Two vast and trunkless legs of stone Stand in the desert... Near them, on the sand, Half sunk, a shattered visage lies, whose

frown, And wrinkled lip, and sneer of cold command, Tell that its sculptor well those passions read Which yet survive, stamped

on these lifeless things, The hand that mocked them, and the heart that fed: And on the pedestal these words appear: 'My name

is Ozymandias, king of kings: Look on my works, ye Mighty, and despair!' Nothing beside remains. Round the decay Of that

colossal wreck, boundless and bare The lone and level sands stretch far away." Unless they change their ways and the Lord is

merciful, their "power" is short lived. As the saying goes, they have made their bed, now they must sleep in it. God Bless.
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Giles22, I noticed the more obedient people are the worse the orders get. Compliance only seems to encourage these guys.
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Dr Steven, thank you as usual for your insightful and shrewdly insightful concerns, and for the depth of your philosophical spirit

in sharing about the body as a temple for the soul, as Jesus said. What I would think, is that genetically modifed bodies may

invite foreign energies and at least, underscore poor chemistry which warps personalities and makes them LESS spiritual, given

the now corrupted body by MRNA gene modifcation technology. I have seen it with some people, by no means with all, who

have been vaccinated that some (to stress again) become aggressive, cold and kind of heartless.

There have been, in other words, outright personality changes! This is not funny. And it also has been seen with barnyard

animals, according to Jeffrey Smith with the Institute for Responsible Technology, that animals fed GMO food become

aggressive, only to settle down when the feed is withdrawn. (Please bookmark this video as it is not coming up in subject

searches! Gadz, censorship machine!) www.youtube.com/watch  So how much the more so, will the personality deteriorate

when the body itself has been genetically modifed?

DR MERCOLA, HERE IS A SHOUT, A QUESTION FOR YOU: Are the modifed genes (given MRNA injectible technology) inherited

by the fetus and offpsring, or are the original, healthy and real genes inherited? What happens to the human race and to

evolution as the bodies are genetically modifed, by force, by our government and courtesy of The Antichrist Bill Gates's tab?

Thank you for any future articles about this topic, it would be interesting and very important to read about this. Much

appreciation.
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Gates worships Satan who promises him everything but in the end will destroy him as well as everyone else.
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rensmith23zohomail.com, I see more and more people being less compliant, I've personally converted about 3000 people over

to my dark side. We, kiwis, New Zealanders are over it and we are fghting back with educated words. Enough is enough, you

have destroyed our economy, our mental health, our health in general. If enough people speak up, the nonsense goes away.
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Gabbyfemale, it's Napoleon syndrome.
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The Dutch farmers have their farm tractors and mainly shotguns to protect themselves. This is in part why Biden wants to take away

our guns. China may have the largest army in the world., but the US has the largest registered hunters in the world and that alone could

make up the largest militia army in the world, and this is not even counting just gun owners who are not registered hunters. The count

is well above China's 2 million man/woman army. In case you are interested, the US is third in man/woman power behind second place

India, and the US is frst in total strength.

No country would want to attack the US man to man, so to speak ladies, and that is a good deterrent not to give up our weapons to

Biden and the second amendment guarantees us that right. The second doesn't say what size, shape, color or shot capability.

Especially since we are being lied to by so many that were placed there to protect us. Some protection. Someone needs to remind

Biden what the frst job of the president is.
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Bad, that was excellent!!
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Amen, Brother.
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Very true. But what we have given up is the one true God Almighty who is the only one who can help us in our time of need. The

very frst thing all Americans must do is repent and turn back to God, the bible for the truth and live to follow Jesus. America is

seeing the judgment of God for the MANY sins against Him. God is SOVEREIGN over the whole earth and humanity. We need

Him but the world lies and says we don't. Seek God! so that you may truly fnd Him! This is what will be helpful.
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If the globalists control the food, they think they can force America into giving up their guns.
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Gun ownership in the Netherlands is very restricted, even to the point of doing so by ethnicity. This includes shotguns. Gun

ownership there is not considered a right, but a privilege. Self defense is not even considered. This is part of the overall EU/WEF

plan. duckduckgo.com/?t=ffab&q=gun+laws+in+the+netherlands&ia=web   -

duckduckgo.com/?t=ffab&q=gun+laws+in+the+netherlands&ia=web   - www.gunpolicy.org/.../214
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Perfectly stated. It is the second amendment that is holding the line. Pedo Pete Brandon is now so far gone, he doesn't know

what day it is. - Not that he has ever really had control - he is simply a demented puppet. "Cammy" is not much better, she can't

put a logical sentence together. She does not have dementia - she is just a mental defective with the IQ of her shoe size. All of

the NEW fear porn is all about the election coming up in November. HOLD the line!  -- And God Bless.
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RedRavenSounds, I don't believe they'll let us have another election. Schwab's cyber pandemic will interfere.
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I do not think Biden has the mental capacity to even understand what you are saying.  The Dutch farmers, Canadian truckers

have the right idea. Bring attention to their wrong doings in a peaceful way that cannot be considered violent. Unlike the left

protestos against Roe vs Wade decision who threaten the lives of pro life and supreme court justices. They sauy their rights to

their own bodies are bring denied.  I say not! They have the right to say no to a man, not to get drunk and have sex with every

man they meet and avoid pregnancy to start with. As my mother told me, "Keep your legs crossed and space if not avoid drinks"

Can't get pregnant if keep legs crossed.  Praying for truckers, Dutch farmers and all who fght for all our rights. We need to join

them, stand up for our own right to defend ourselves, worship as we want, if we loose these rights may as well not be alive.
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Fire arms are prohibited in Holland — their only protection isa pitchfork.
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Spot On Badboy!
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The short video on top of today's article is Eva Vlaardingerbroek speaking about Agenda 2030. She explains very well what is going on

in Holland. The EU leadership is infltrated by WEF members, and they follow the Agenda 2030 and they come up with the guidelines,

but the Dutch government abuse those guidelines to take farmers land to build houses for immigrants and refugees. At least 3

members of our Dutch government are for years WEF members: our P.M. Rutte, and 2 Ministers They already signed treaties with WEF

years ago, but in secret, not informing the Parliament. I couldn't see that video with Thierry Baudet in today's article, it is blocked by

Microsoft Edge web browser, but when I used Brave I could see it.

That is censorship again by Microsoft to hide the truth. Baudet is a opposition leader in the Dutch parliament. It is also a short video

but worthwhile, explaining how the WEF wants to control our country, by destroying nationalism, They do this by promoting open

borders, mass immigration from outside Europe with different values, cultures and customs. * * * Agricultural monopolies are slowly

killing rural America www.alternet.org/2022/07/monopolies-slowly-killing-rural-america/
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Pete, your link describes the American if not the global situation Is as while we think we see American Corp's, they have become

Global Monopoly's with an American Company or Corporate label slapped on many of them. Those who have read Vandana

Shiva's Oneness vs. The One Percent will recognize this is the American version of what she describes happening to rural India

& African farmers. These are all systems to accomplish everything from start to fnish are "leased" by, as Vandana describes

Rent Collectors.

Rent Collectors who create nothing, do nothing except steal. Steal time honored, proven methods & replace them to create Fake

Food Plantations across the world to destroy any independence or autonomy & replaced by feudalism. In the States with the

population who lived, grew up in the Great Depression or just after were obsessed with the cost of any given product. What got

lost was how was it produced, who decides what gets produced, just what is the quality of what was produced, who gets or how

does one afford what is produced, who actually benefts the most from what is produced.

While billions are spent to subsidize the means to produce toxic empty calories, next to nothing if not nothing is INVESTED into

Biodynamic Regenerative Permaculture. If it happens, it will most likely be done Locally. One household here, several working

together there, whole communities in other places. At the same time, creating Local Infrastructure for short stable supply lines,

yet having to fnd go arounds to get by Global Monopoly cheats, legacy chicanery in their rigged & bought legal system &

political lick spittle WEF trained politicians' who sit at their feet waiting for commands.

The Gates Empire & it's foundation - the Bill & Milinda Gates Foundation need to be disassembled, along with too many other

Too Big to Fail's. The feudalism then & now chart embedded in one of the articles clips just goes to show us the more things

change, the more they stay the same.
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Yes Steve, this is global. From my link I quote: "Four frms control 85% of all beef, 66% of all pork, and 54% of all poultry. This

degree of monopolization is hurting farmers and consumers. In 1980, 62 cents of every dollar consumers spent on beef went to

ranchers. Today, only 37 cents do, despite inRation. Most of the profts are going into the pockets of the monopolists," Reich

pointed out. "And here’s the kicker: Even though farmers are getting squeezed, the ag monopolists are also charging you higher

prices. During the pandemic, beef prices rose nearly 16% — and the four biggest beef companies’ profts rose more than 300 %."

(end quote) Bill Gates and even China buy up farmland.

Gates pays no tax because of his foundation, but a small farmer has to pay tax, which is not fair competition. Why the elites like

to buy up farmland? Because GMO food like Soy and Corn is heavily subsidize with billions each year from the US taxpayers. So

high profts for the elites and the toxic glyphosate herbicide on those crops are for the consumers. A big burden to our health,

and higher health bills. Autism will go up next year to 1 in 20 American having it and glyphosate is involved in this. Big Pharma

Jacked Up Drug Prices 1,186 Times This Year childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/united-states-big-pharma-drug-pric..  

Pfzer Annual Revenue Doubled — to $81.3 Billion — Thanks to fraud with COVID Vaccines paid with US taxdollars.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pfzer-revenue-81-billion-covid-va..  So it look to me like a war on the US consumers by

big Mafa Companies that poison Americans, kill them for profts, having a free "stay out of jail" card from the corrupt US

congress, so they have a free hand to steal trillions of our taxdollars and ask much higher prices because of monopolies. Soon

they will control all aspects of your life with agenda 2030. in Sri Lanka, you NOW need a digital ID to get a limited amount of gas

for your car.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/22/2022 8:07:21 AM
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pete - While I agree with the jist of your comment, as a fourth generation farmer, I would have to say that Eva V's explanation of

the situation misses the mark by a country mile. From July 9 -

secularheretic.substack.com/p/whats-happening-in-the-netherlands   And the deeper story about the Picnic food facility, July

11 - secularheretic.substack.com/.../netherlands-picnic-food-facility
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So agree! This is global - period! When we see WEF boast 've haf penetrated all der gov't uf de verld,' then we see reports of

Putin's health may be in serious question. Biden's term is looking instead of a weekend at Bernie's but a weekend at Brandon's, &

I've been around dementia & it is as serious as it gets, nothing funny about it. As both may be in a situation of checking out and

they know it, may be taking a hit for the WEF team. Sides disappear. It presents a totally different landscape. The same applies

here in the states. If one can temporarily set aside what horse they may have bet on the Red/Blue Legacy Media manufactured

horse race, sides disappear.

To say the least we are not having inRation but greed-Ration feeding Power & Control to undermine seriously needed

corrections. And as to your reply, Gates is worse than a monopolist or a monopolistic corporation, he is a Global monopolist

involved in the control many underling global monopolies, currently focused on slipping Orwellian dictates in through BS

medical emergency and forcing more of the same through potential mass starvation. He, Blackrock, Vanguard & State Street are

just orcers under the WEF and who knows who the WEF answers too. We are being forced into a corner of their monopolistic

systems, denied on many fronts from the real, healthy, regenerative sources giving us independence from their control systems.

Terrifed farmers are denied their ability to farm in healthy ways & forced to bow to an unhealthy debt system where it became

impossible for them to see any proft, not enough to cover cost. They became beholding to Rent Collectors decades ago, when

not enough were watching. Now it is becoming so bad we are being threatened at Grandma's garden level, the homesteaders or

those who have Biodynamic Permaculture truck gardens producing a variety of services beyond vegetables - meat, diary, meat

processing & more.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Krofter, if Eva had been allowed to speak for 10 minutes instead of 2 I'm confdent she would have flled in the blanks of that

missed country mile giving a thorough, detailed telling of the nitrogen bull$hit story cooked up by The Globalists. Go you

beautiful Dutch farmers (Je Mainteindrai), Dutch national slogan meaning "I will persevere", while the rest of your nation

continues to wake up to The Globalist SOBs.  BTW, thanks for those SecularHeretic feeds.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will bet part of the plan in housing refugees is to break the nationalist pride spirit. And that in turn, may be aimed at reducing

protests. But I will bet that the whole thing will backfre, the refugees will have a lot of emotional feelings and will be possibly,

even more vocal than the natives, because of their life experience.
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Mary990
Joined On 6/8/2022 7:21:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pete.Smith, I think there is a consistency across the board that this is going on regardless of whatever country each of us are

living in. I don't think it's anything new either. I think some people are just now becoming aware of it. In the US, for a very long

time, it has been advantageous for rural Americans to move to the urban areas for better opportunities and the conditions to

stay rural can prove to be too dircult. All the more worthwhile to support the local farmers that keep things at least halfway

honest.
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Ambereyes
Joined On 11/29/2015 1:58:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our government is a corporatocracy -- corporations' autocracy -- as the corporations have taken the industrialized countries

governments because their fnancial system, a Ponzi scheme, has burst and is deRating very fast... They have a plan -- Great Reset? --

but they do not have much time. And neither do we, the people. A reaction to their intentions is essential and overdue.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Actually its ruled by a ruthless cartel. The damage that they do is far worse than anything Pablo Escobar did. And Pablo caused

terrible damage. They are WORSE than Genghis Khan! or ANY of the 20th century monsters. WORSE than Vlad the Impaler! (the

actual Dracula) They are a biblical evil, serving and worshiping satan, and using technology as a tool. This is on a different

scale, this is a mob that is trying to control the entire WORLD!  You should read Michael Franzese (he was the real Michael

Corleone) book "Mafa Democracy; How our Republic became a mob racket" ---- And in Mario Puzo's book and Francis Ford

Coppola's movie,  Kay says to Michael "Michael, politicians don't have people killed....." and Michael answers back "Now whose

being naive, Kay...." God Bless and keep you and your loved ones above the evil
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why are They under time pressure? No one is able to stop them. Too many will never wake up.
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Longplay
Joined On 3/4/2021 6:50:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm afraid that ending this global putsch will require what history teaches has been needed to end all tyrannies, i.e.violence with

extreme prejudice.
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have a lot of both, but the average folks at Walmart don't inspire me as comrades. Can you buy cyanide pills on amazon?
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM
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There is some increasing and encouraging kickback though. We had this piece of garbage on UK BBC the other night,

www.radiotimes.com/.../unvaccinated  with the usual patronising denigration of people describing vaccine injuries. The next

day, two newspapers , The Daily Mail (comments section was amazing) , and the Daily Telegraph, (also received excellent

comments) raised the issue of blatant pro-vax propaganda from the BBC , plus a TV channel, GB News, produced some of the

BBC interviewees who said that their statements has been severely edited to make them look stupid, and exposed a researcher

'expert' who was in fact working for Pfzer.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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Unfortunately, you're probably right. The brainwashing Marxist based public school system will insist we should persue a more

diplomatic solution. That allows them to instill doubt in your decision making. For the Marxist (Democrats), it's 3 steps forward

and 1 or 2 steps back. They continue to march forward. For the frst time in 200 years the Marxist lost signifcant ground when

Trump got elected. Almost 2 years after Trump's election loss, Trump is still all they talk about. No one in history has ever upset

the Marxist/ Communist/Socialist rulers more than Trump. History will be made.
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catladyjan
Joined On 11/17/2021 6:16:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates is a SICK *** that needs to be "run out of Dodge"........narcissistic, pyschopath
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gh_nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Soylent Green. For over a year Americans have been rope-a-doped with “oh its getting better” while the GR o NWO was continually

advancing ahead with the reset while the people were duped thinking that the plan had been defeated.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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"Soylent Green is..... PEOPLE!!"  When my X and I watched that at the theater - it was awful and we thought that could never

happen! He said to me me nahhhhh its only movie! --- NOW??? We are moving closer and closer to it! After all, they have more

and more surplus bodies to deal with that got the kill shot..... Remember in Soylent Green - it started out with soylent crackers

that were synthetic to taste like meat, or whatever they wanted them to taste like.....  And so if they start creating this faux -food

who KNOWS whats in it! ( people??? maybe) They bought the FDA, so the fox is in the hen house. .... So - like Microsux Windows

- Who knows whats in it!! God Bless.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Small. Decentralized. Local control. Strong families. Strong neighborhoods. Strong communities. Choose your network. If you owe

people anything, it is an occasional meal so they do not starve to death, but that does not mean they have to like it or eat as much as

they want. Too often I see people reject food not to their liking. Starving people will not ask what is on the menu. I set aside a few

shelf-stable foods to ward off the freeloaders. The cheap crap they are accustomed to eating, plus legumes until they are sick of them.

Make it clear that you are willing to teach people to help themselves, now, but you will not take care of them later if they do not prepare

to take care of themselves.

People who will not help themselves cannot be helped. Life is hard enough for responsible people without dragging others along on

their coattails. We have had over 2 years of covid--plenty of time for people to wake up and store shelf-stable foodstuffs. I am tired of

hearing one spouse claim they cannot store extra food because their spouse objects. I am tired of hearing people say they can rely on

their church to feed them. Or that they will impose and move in with a relative because this person owns a farm. Then, there are people

who tell you that thinking about such things is too stressful and they cannot deal with it.

(Prepping is a lot less stressful than starving.) The other excuse I have heard is poverty--yet how many people discard or give away the

beans and rice that have long been given out in food boxes? How hard have some people tried to fnd a garden spot and make things

work... attending free seed swaps or saving heirloom seed from certain supermarket varieties? Gleaning fruit from trees in established

older neighborhoods in cities? Wild-harvesting? Are you starting to get the picture? Why would a person totally lacking in problem

solving ability and ambition be welcomed by those who have taken steps to take care of their own households?
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giles22
Joined On 11/13/2010 5:28:00 PM
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Strong communities, a thing of the past!
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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Mere survival will be a struggle in the time ahead. Forget saving America. Too many living in denial. Praying to their orange god

to bring them fnancial prosperity and help MAGA. Make America Great Again. How about KYCA? Keep Your Children Alive. Not

as sexy or glamorous.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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MRE's good to the last hurl! - I'm in an apartment but setting up a little balcony garden, and I have my OLD herbal medicine book!

Make sure you have alternate transpo- a bike will do nicely. I heard stories about how much materiel was moved down the Ho

Chi Minh trail - on BICYCLES! Its amazing what people can do with a little ingenuity. -- I'm not saying the N. Vietnamese were

right - or wrong (they wanted us OUT - like they wanted the French OUT!) - I'm just talking about what can be done when its

necessary. I think we need to consider other methods for comms too - the "bad guys" own the internet and phone system, so

consider that as enemy territory.

Again - keep it low tech - and LEARN good old Morse Code (its not dircult, but think "dit -dah" NOT dot-dash!!!) - I can get a

message out with almost nothing. The tap code used by our POW's at the Hanoi Hilton could come in handy too. Again - LOW

tech and self surciency is the answer! - Oh and if you really want something that will last (and last and last) make up some

"Ships biscuits" also known as "Hard Tack" or Hard bread. It kept them alive during our Revolutionary war and the civil war.

Its not tasty, its not easy to eat unless you have steel teeth! - or the butt of your musket is handy - BUT it will keep you alive, and

unlike the 19th century should not be full of weevils! ! They ate parched corn too. And if the power goes out (or they take the

power away?) - SALT pork - You can store most anything using the old salting method for years. Fish can be dried - check out

Stockfsh - it stinks - but its completely dehydrated. If they take away the water, you will need water purifcation. This is the time

to think out of the box. God Bless - the Lord will provide, but he never said it would be easy.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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THankyou for being part of the solution Almond,and for underscoring responsibility for all individually. Well done! I wanted to

add a suggestion that to reach out via the Next Door site about self sustainability might be a good way to reach people. Beware

of the censorship machine, the tracking, categorizing and algorhythms. My bet is that those saying one word against Bill Gates

will be categorized as Domestic Terrorists under the (un)Patriot Act, watch and see. I am not just spouting, I have very much

done my research. www.aclu.org/.../fbi-spy-fles-project-aclu-client-list  Be wise as a serpent, and caring and peaceful as a

dove. If you play this game right, without mentioning the wrong people, then it should "Fly". Free speech eh? Ain't it jes' crazy

what The Land of the Free has come to? It is better said, as the Home of the Brave. Back to the point, we can help a lot of people

if we reach out in the "Right" way and to the right people. God bless you in your mission.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Land of the Fee and Home of the Slave.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM
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This might be useful if it works as described: preserving fruit/veg:   www.youtube.com/watch
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I did at the beginning, offer my friend and family shelter in my rural community with me. She said could not stand to live away

from shops, grocery stores, what woudl she do with out all her tech to do the work for her. I do not use dishwasher, wash my

plate, knife, fork and spoon and one pot by hand. She is hopeless! Plus by that time, she will not have gssoline to drive to my

village and I won't have enough to drive to the city and bring her home to my house .Can't even mash potatoes for her family,

buys frozen.

I have dried beans a bit of bacon, side meat, jowl, foraged greens and can grow vegies i like. Help neighbor can deer, etc. and

get what mest I need, raise a chicken or two. How many have to have new clothes very time fashions change, even if it puts
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get what mest I need, raise a chicken or two. How many have to have new clothes very time fashions change, even if it puts

them in debt with credit cards? See commercials: do you have card debt of 10,20, 50,000.00? When you do not make enough to

buy what you want, do not get it! Enough of their excuses for being lazy, stupid, believing lies!
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mar11764
Joined On 10/17/2021 8:56:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

His computer software MS has a backdoor into every government computer and now we have the potential use of farmland for edible

vaccines in GM tomato plants. Truly frightening, must be one of the most dangerous men in history, single handedly corrupting the

food supply and environment and the DNA of every human. Diabolical stuff!
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Apparently older versions of Windows such as '7' have far less tracking ability.
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Pridesmom
Joined On 9/10/2009 11:18:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It ticks me off I have to use Google chrome to fle my payroll taxes in my state. I argued this but that is the only browser they

accept. I'm probably considered a domestic terrorist for not willingly compiling.  I hate any and all things GOOGLE!
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More control of the food supply. The START Of Banning Mylar Bags: www.youtube.com/watch  Eliminating more options for people to

provide for themselves. Always have a backup plan.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Laws do not prevent bad people from doing bad things, laws [sometimes,] punish people after they have done bad things.

Similar to the gun control efforts where next to nothing is addressed to where the causes of violence come from - talk about

anything but the loss of healthy human connections - together together - this is more sneaky Pete slipping in the backdoor Bull

Spit. Because a certain segment of the population uses this product for Marijuana storage the vast majority of people who use

this for proper, safe, cost-effective storage are supposedly shut out for everyone's best interest. That isn't even Bull Spit that's

Horse Spit! One more straw on the camel's back.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very valuable info. Thank you Almond.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'll be taking down at least 6 deer this fall/winter. That should give me over 200 pounds of meat.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Also, the old non-defrost deep freezers are all but gone now. Some of the chest freezers still require manual defrosting. There

are no more upright deep freezers with manual defrost. SAMS sells a small 6.5 CF freezer that is manual defrost:

www.samsclub.com/p/6-9-upright-freezer-dsv-igloo/prod22200542?xid=cat1..  This is an old-school style deepfreezer with the

cooling coils actually inside each shelf! This allows very even freezing. These do frost over, but in a prep setting, frost isn't a bad

thing. When you lose electricity the frost acts like a thermal sink that keeps everything cold/frozen for several days as long as

the door remains closed.

The other beneft of a manual defrost freezer is that they consume HALF the electricity! There is no fan circulating air and no

heating elements to dry out the air (auto-defrost). So the temp stays constant and your food last longer with lower utility bills.

This little freezer sold by SAMS is the last of its kind. I have 2 bigger uprights that are of this design. One is a 50 year old Gibson

and the other is a 25 year old Frigidaire. I'm considering buying 2 of these 6.5 CF units as back-ups. Most of the chest freezers

are still manual defrost.
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Lizschneider53
Joined On 2/4/2021 4:24:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

May gates and his evil minions rot in hell and burn! That's ALL I have to say! Yes God tells us to STAND up to evil! THAT is what I'm

doing! More of you should do THIS!
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mni3972
Joined On 12/9/2013 5:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Kinda surprised some of the farmers haven't invited Bill out hunting to show off their farm properties. I'm betting the people of the land

would want to meet the person that will drive the futures food supply. But, Bill probably has people who have people that actually do

the purchases and sharing his intentions would be...
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NorthShoreAl
Joined On 6/30/2016 6:00:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's a great idea - he could be "mistaken" for a deer - rinse,& repeat for the others!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates is no match for your average farmer or trucker. Take away his hired goons and toys and he'd be begging for what he

has never shown others. A pathetic (and ugly) specimen of manhood. Not that manly either.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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I'm sure everyone recalls Obama giving Bill Gates the "Medal of Freedom" award after Trump won the 2016 election. Here's a

statement from the White House at the time of the award to Bill and Melinda: "Bill and Melinda Gates established the Bill & Melinda

Gates Foundation in 2000 to help all people lead healthy, productive lives. In developing countries, the foundation focuses on

improving people's health and giving them the chance to lift themselves out of hunger and extreme poverty.

In the United States, the mission is to ensure that all people—especially those with the fewest resources—have access to the

opportunities they need to succeed in school and life. The Gates Foundation has provided more than $36 billion in grants since its

inception." Does that not have BS stamped all over it or what?? Other people that got the award for no particular reason except they

vowed they "WOULD LEAVE THE USA AND MOVE TO CANADA IF TRUMP WERE ELECTED" are Robert de Niro and several others.

It should be much clearer now what is happening. There is a collaborated effort among most Democrats and nearly all of the

Democrat Elites like Robert de Niro, OBAMA, and Bill Gates to push the great reset. They plan to take over the world via the Great

Reset. The RINO's (Republican in Name Only) are right there with them. That's the Liz Cheny's and Mitt Romney's of the world! They all

must be voted out! If we have a revolution they must be THROWN out of orce!

I see no other way out of this except a revolution and the Dems fear that. The only reason the Great Reset hasn't already happened is

the few remaining Republicans and Joe Manchin that SAY NO! I'm not confdent the Republicans will regain the House and Senate in

Nov. Covid-19 was the excuse used to commit election fraud in 2020 and it will be used for it in 2022. It doesn't mean they can't still

win. It just means they won't have a real majority because you will still have RINO's in orce.
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I do believe people are awake and waking up. I'm holding my breath waiting for the shoe to drop. Something wicked will happen

to avert the Fall Elections, and everyone knows NO ONE is going to vote for the ilk in orce. I pray to God every morning to help

us and our country which is falling into Sodom and Gomorrah. It is. We are turning away from God and worshiping ourselves. I

watch this country slipping down the slope to hell every single day. It is disheartening, sad and without God, there is no comfort.

My children are grown but I have grand children, what is going to happen to them?
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

kfa6931, God has left America, but not all of its people. Pray for your grandchildren. As John MacArthur says, it's too late to

save America, but we can still save individual souls.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That awards ceremony Obama did in 2016 was the most ridiculous of my lifetime. Robert Dinero? Are you kidding me? What

has this man done for humanity to make the world better?
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jwyoungjerry
Joined On 11/13/2020 3:22:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's not a good thing if Bill Gates is buying up farm land. To me Gates has become part of the globalist community of idiots who want to

control the world. We need to be on alert for people like Gates and George Soros and keep them in check.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Uhh, Bill Gates hasn't just become a globalist. He always was a globalist. He has been pushing population reduction since the

70's!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe eventually they will own everything and we will have to squat on their land or join their chattel. These NWO "serfs" won't

till the soil or work. I believe they'll subject their bodies to scientifc experiments for transhumanism. Career test subjects. Kind

of like the mental health system. They'll get paid a subsistence for getting regular injections.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is becoming????? He is one of the dounders!
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Shepard505
Joined On 7/26/2018 10:09:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Private property rights are America's foundation. Government is chipping away at rights as hard as they can.
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mammywitch
Joined On 11/19/2010 8:00:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Imminent Domain" comes to mind here!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no property ownership. Even land and buildings "free and clear" have a feudal (kings) title not an allodial title. "Your"

property can be confscated at any time for many "reasons".
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even if farmers stay solvent and pay taxes and have no remaining mortgages, the feds can pull an "eminent domain" at any time

and evict them.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I want to understand the psychology behind the lower level having such allegiance without deals to be rewarded by the cabal of evil.

Do they think they will be rewarded by those they serve and facilitate? Do they know the fate of "useful idiots?" From my perspective,

the other side being those not working to keep our EXCEPTIONAL Nation and instead working for its destruction in cooperation with

Luciferian globalists to "Build Back Better" which means destroying to make way for Luciferian global governance, are not getting

much reward in pay or corruption compared to anticipation of rewards of being among the ruling elite of a presumed global

governance or in short, pure evil.

I can see at the high level there might be grasping at such imagined "riches." But for lowly bureaucrats, I don't see how they can even

imagine they will be rewarded by evil elitists in power for facilitating their rise to power by betraying their own people, so what is in

their sick minds that they serve evil? My mention of my perspective was partial, so now I add that I am very much into preparedness,

as you know, for what the survivors who already know they will be the survivors have already named "The Great Collapse!" The

survivors are the ones who write history and the terms that will be used in the future yet are used in discussions now, so we don't wait

and create those terms now.

Wanting to understand motivations of what will again be called "useful idiots" (historic term) by both the prepared survivors and the
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self-proclaimed (Luciferian globalist) elitists ruling the much fewer remaining masses with the global governance, consider there are

others who are not into preparedness yet also know the depth and expanse of the Deep State worldwide and know the coming

Luciferian global governance will destructively enslave the remaining world population to serve the elitists.
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Instead of preparedness to survive what they see coming, which is a daunting and impossible task that can only be overcome

by miracles from our Creator yet knowing they are not right with our Creator, there are those at the higher levels who are instead

attracted to join with the Luciferian globalists to live as rulers and own the people and the wealth of the world. At lower levels,

there are those who likewise see their only chance is to facilitate this evil with assumptions and hopes that they will be

rewarded with their place in ruling over those selectively chosen to live to serve them. Of course, they won't tell us that. I

suspect there is a broad range of knowledge among them ranging from near full knowledge to gathered hints or even no

knowledge at all yet just desperation, instinct and hopes.

That is the basis for my asking what you think are their motivations for such evil at the lower levels of facilitators. Thinking

ahead, I'm wondering if they can be warned that their masters which they serve will view them as "useful idiots" even after being

needed and used to help them gain power. Historically, useful idiots are astonished when they are executed and shockingly

discover that they don't get to rule over suffering people and enjoy a share immense wealth of those they facilitated to conquer

and rule.

They will exclaim that they made global takeover possible by doing their part to destroy our United States and will be incensed

that they are being executed with the explanation that they can't be trusted because they betrayed their own people! I suspect

we might be able to reach the low-level facilitators by explaining to them that they have no hopes of rewards. The challenge

might be that they are often a combination of arrogant, prideful and low intelligence, so perhaps a key is understanding the

psychology of their servitude to evil. Any insights? RonaldHLevine4548@yahoo.com
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RonaldH... You are correct. History teaches us that those who light fres eventually get consumed by the Rames. The useful

idiots delude themselves into thinking they are essential, but they are discarded once they have served their purpose. I recall the

last words of a Russian communist leader trying to warn his friend that the police were coming for him--"They lied to us. escape

if you still can." I suspect many immigrant refugees came to the US not only for religious and political freedom, but because they

were hungry and wanted to live where there was food. I was just speaking with a Russian immigrant today. She admitted this

and said her family came to America because they were starving.
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"Do they know the fate of "useful idiots?"" Yeah, they become the president of the USA, Canada, etc...
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They are promised much, given nothing! Even among the elite, those lower on the scale will be sacrifced as they br=egin a

feeding frenzy, seeking to be the one and only ruler of the world. No one wants to b one of many rulers, just the only one.
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Grass fed cows lower total greenhouse gas levels by sequestering carbon into the topsoil via their grazing activity. Beef is the ultimate

superfood for human beings. Here's an idea for lowering GHG emissions... confscate and dismantle all yachts and private jets.
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I agree. Here's the deal. This whole thing with methane emissions from cattle being the largest producer of methane-related

greenhouses is a complete lie. This is another fake news narrative that's totally fabricated by the Democrats. They did the same

thing in the 1990's. We were having major food poisoning outbreaks back then and the FDA determined BEEF was the #1 cause

of the food poisoning pandemic. So they passed laws that increased the FDA's control over the beef industry. They basically put

all the small mom-n-pop meat processers out of business.

This makes it harder for smaller cattle farmers to sell their cattle. The larger meat processers don't want to deal with a small

farmer that has just 200 head of cattle. So this fake food poisoning pandemic of the 90's was created to basically destroy the

beef industry. We are paying 4 times more for meat than we should be paying as a result. This plot by the Democrats to kill the

beef industry didn't work. So they are at it again and this time they are using "CLIMATE CHANGE" as the problem at hand and

cattle are the largest producers of our worst greenhouse gas, methane.

That maybe true, but guess why that's true? The actions the Democrats and the FDA did to shut down the smaller beef

processors in the 90's created the monster we call CAFAO's (confned animal feeding operations). So the actions by the

Democrats in the 90's to keep Ecoli and Salmonella out of our beef, not only didn't fx the food poisoning problem, it made the

problem worse and created 2 more environmental disasters: NITROGEN RUNOFFS AND METHANE EMISSIONS!

This has a name actually. It's called astroturfng. You make up a fake problem, create a fake disaster/pandemic, create a fear in

the public, and then offer a solution to the public that requires taking away your freedoms. By eliminating meat (even fresh

produce) and offering fake synthetic food cultured in a Petre dish you now control everything. Thats the narrative of the

Democrats.
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Blah blah blah. The bottom line is he just does it and NO ONE is stopping him. Just how long will the stories of how evil BG's is go on

with nary a scratch on him nor a drop of sweat. Day after day, month after month and year after year these people just do as they

please and NO one stops them. I can imagine just how many of us here would love to get that low life in an octagon.
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I want to see the surprise on their faces when Judgement Day comes! I know, vanity, but would like to see them get their day in a

real court! God is the only one they cannot buy, fool or intimidate.
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If that gives you peace and acceptance Dordee so be it.
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No one says no to money. Money is the root of all evil and his frst name is BILL as in "Dollar Bill".
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I reckon so jamNjim...it's not rocket science is it. Always comes down to $$$
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I was wondering if Melinda possibly may have left Bill due to his evil intentions for humanity. No, she says in an interview how heart

broken she was when coming to the realization that their marriage wasn't going to survive. About the institution she says, "I believe in

that institution, my beliefs are baked in that institution."
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Melinda is a like moron a la Gates.
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Dear Dutch People- Grab Rule and sally ministers and wring them out like dishrags. Bill Gates and his cronies need to be hunted

down and exterminated like the cockroaches they are.
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If the people have the weapons, it is time for use of force. That is the only thing the enemy fears and respects. Far too late for

petitions, lawsuits and protests.
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A ploy for both keeping more of their assets probably.
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I believe she is as evil as he is. Like she didn't have a clue to his goals. I look at her as a rat jumping a sinking ship and trying to

save herself. I watched an interview with Bill and Melinda after they had announced the split and Bill referred to her as his

"partner in crime" and they looked at each other and smiled. Evil serpents, both of them.
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Preventing illness is always better than seeking a cure. More responsibility now falls to the individual than ever before. Consider that it

may only take one bite of an adulterated food to ruin your health and put you out of commission for days or weeks if you are esp.

sensitive to some ingredient in a recipe. During times like these it is especially important for people with severe allergies and food

intolerances to read labels carefully and understand all the legal loopholes and euphemisms used in food labeling. You may be buying

a product you have safely used for years and not anticipate a sudden severe reaction. Many food processing companies are

downgrading the quality of some of the ingredients they use due to shortages or in order to save money and better compete in the

marketplace.
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Ditch food labels, grow your own organic seed in your own garden! Can it, eat it, forage for wild foods, medicines. Wild prickly

lettuce gives pain relief same as mrphine, no addiction, side effects. Mullein leaves made into plaster works wonders for

respiritory problems. Bad knees? get stem cell, fat cell injection taken from your own body, 6 months later more stem cells and

plasma from your own blood. No side effects, cheaper and works great. Been over 4 years and walking great! Processed foods

are toxic, RoundUp caused my lymphoma in 2000, almost killed me until asked God for guidance, found Mercola, organic. Been

in remission ever since.
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Speaking of companies buying up single-family homes and then renting them out, I've seen ads on NextDoor.com (a local

neighborhood online forum) for I think it's called Open Door, a company that is just so eager to buy up your house when you need to

get out of it! Someone on there said they researched it and found it is a China-owned company. I bet they're doing the same thing. In

this day and age, it would be good to make sure you sell your house to private individuals who are actually going to live in it. Not that

you can totally control it, but be conscientious of our country's future and do whatever you can to steer clear of these big companies

buying up homes and then renting them!

Yes, there's a time and place for renting, but when a few large companies have bought up all the homes so there is no inventory for

home buyers (and driven prices up out of normal citizen's reach), and then rent to the people who would otherwise buy, this is a huge

problem. It also contributes to high rent. The rent where I live has gotten completely out of hand, even the so-called "affordable

apartments" aren't affordable for a family with a typical job in the area. They don't want us to own anything... Well, here's how it starts.

People who want to get out of their home "quickly with no hassle" sell to these big companies, then citizens no longer own the

housing, big companies do.

Another downside is that many renters have no regard for the neighbors/neighborhood or taking care of the home/yard, which

devalues the surrounding homes and affects others' quality of life. Some renters are fabulous, yes, and there are bad homeowners, but

typically "pride of ownership" is a very real thing and is absent in many renters (many of whom have never owned a home, and may

also have no clue of how to take care of it, or that they even should, since they never stay anywhere long enough to notice the

necessity!)
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Watching Barney Miler, In the Heat of the Night, other old shows on METV. These shows were bringing this and other problems

up then. America was so busy enjoying the good life, we never paid attention then. Barney's building bought by large corporation

from another country. Had to buy your apartment, priced so high many could not afford the cost, had to move. Old hotels, where

many low income lived, same thing. they were evicted so could sell condos, charge big money.
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Here is what they really plan to do to us for the 'Great Reset'. This information came from people working on the software that will

control everyone: oculumlabs.com/interview-with-gideon-csrq-sm
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Here is the next hidden attempt to make everyone take the Jab. Hide it inside food. This article comes from the National Institutes of

Health. The National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases says, "edible vaccines are cost effective, ercient and safe." Sounds

familiar, doesn't it?.... Published online 2019 Nov 22. doi: 10.1007/s12033-019-00222-1Edible Vaccines: Promises and Challenges

Abstract Vaccines are biological preparations that improve immunity to particular diseases and form an important innovation of 19th

century research. It contains a protein that resembles a disease-causing microorganism and is often made from weak or killed forms

of the microbe.

Vaccines are agents that stimulate the body’s immune system to recognize the antigen. Now, a new form of vaccine was introduced

which will have the power to mask the risk side of conventional vaccines. This type of vaccine was produced from plants which are
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which will have the power to mask the risk side of conventional vaccines. This type of vaccine was produced from plants which are

genetically modifed.... Edible vaccines can be produced by incorporating transgene in to the selected plant cell... When compared to

other traditional vaccines, edible vaccines are cost effective, ercient and safe. It promises a better prevention option from diseases

National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases approved edible vaccine for its remarkable effect of immunogenicity in 1998.

This type of edible vaccines offers a cost-effective, needleless, convenient, safe, easy and a better alternative to vaccine production

[1416].There were quite a lot of plant-based vaccines have been developed and most of them are at clinical trial phase [17, 18]... Direct

gene delivery is the simple method. In this the selected DNA or RNA is directly introduced into the plant cell... Edible Vaccines:

Promises and Challenges https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.go ...
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Now we are getting to the crux of the matter. Well spotted. The real agenda has little to do with creating mass starvation and

more to do with population and mind control. Enforced injection with threats of reprisals for non compliance must have had a

purpose that furthers the goal of transhumanism. Thanks for that link.
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In our food, we'd be getting this 'vaccine' continuously. It would cause autoimmune diseases by overstimulating our responses

to the 'vaccine'. They'll give us all tortured deaths before it kills us. It's illegal to give us drugs/treatments without our consent.

With the Covid shots, there's been consent, but not informed consent--just as bad.
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Stay away from GMOs. If you can, I know it's dircult.
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The EU is right now opening the door to GMOs: www.youtube.com/watch
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Solution, grow your own! But how many sheep will eat these because it is easier than preparing homegrown foods. You have to

cut, cook, mash, cannot just pop in the microwave! Fools cannot be saved!
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Bill Gates has started to invest in Turkey too. www.neweurope.eu/article/bill-gates-will-keep-investing-turkey/  Soon, he will be all over

if we don't stop this. He lives in this magnifcent house, a dream house. He has so much money (where does it all come from? Mafa?)

and he still isn't a happy man. Deeply disturbing it is, Mr. 'IWantToGobbleUpAllOfYou'
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And don't ya just love how he has has "environmentally friendly" building concepts in his 40,000 square foot house with 3

kitchens? Does anyone believe that ONE person needs umpteen houses of Goliath square footage or that heating and cooling

all of these houses is environmentally sound? Bill Gates uses more electricity to maintain his houses in one day than I use all

year.  And damn all the farmers who feed us, Gates and his elite buddies need all our carbon points so they can Ry in their

private jets all over the world to meetings in which they secretly and not so secretly plan for our demise. We live in the twilight

zone.
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If things go really bad with food shortages and such, we should all head over to Gate's places. Party time!
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Damn badboy2 you are on fre tonight. I don't care if it has 3 beautiful kitchens, I ain't eating that fake meat sh#t and getting

Wifed to crispy, so no thanks to the party and there is probably some vaccine in that meat sh$t. You know I've tried to buy that a

hundred times, but I always think this is sh%t, what am I thinking! look it's got some nasty ingredients Giles, put it back on the

shelf before it burns a hole in your hand
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Giles22, do you really think Bill Gates eats the fake meat he paid to create? No. That's for the 99%.
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The global aristocrats want to abolish farms (except some big gardens for their personal use.) They want to turn our planet into

their front lawns. Private islands aren't enough.
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Wealth does not give happiness, just a sense of power, control. I have known wealthy people who drank themselves to death

trying to be happy.
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The globalists sure look tormented Doreen. Consumed with a ravenous craving and sometimes a horrible fear shows up. Not a

happy face among the whole bunch. Some say they are tormented because they're possessed by those giving them power and

wealth.
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WHY WHY WHY!! Why continue to sell the anti-Christ land!  WTF
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Because he and china offer more than anyone else can pay, and mankind is basically greedy!
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Hear ye hear ye....from this day forward....anytime you hear the words Bill Gates....you will remind yourself at that precise moment,

that life under his money laundering Philanthrobic mind....is "No PICNIC"!!!  FBG...and the Jet he Rew in on!
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Bill Gates is a missionary for the Antichrist, and his money is at the root of all evil. He should be sent by a judge with a one-way ticket

to the moon, courtesy of his own tab, to safely shelter in place and to socially distance. And all his accounts and funds should be

frozen.
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Evil does not punish evil. Evil rewards evil.
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My money is on Bill Gates as the antichrist. WO2020060606 The technocrats don't need a sexy, charismatic guy. Through deceit

and the unlimited power of bribery/corruption Bill Gates already has everyone in the world obeying his top down orders from the

shadows.
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Anti Christ is the system, not a man.
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Know of any judge that will sentence him? He will buy them all.
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It's time for a reckoning by peoples of the world to take up arms and round up these lunatics, try them in the Courts of the People and

summarily execute them for their crimes against humanity. These courts can be created by the People outside of the current

government/lawyer controlled system and are composed of The People. Under the original structure of the Constitution, lawyers were

not permitted to hold orce or to be involved in the process of making the laws. Those who administer the law were prevented from

creating it.

That restriction was to prevent the very system we have today. The people to be tried for their crimes are well known and could be

easily found and brought to justice. The police and militaries would be told to stand down for this cleansing since they live among us

and the retribution brought down on them and their families for standing with the criminal elite would be devestating. When The

People have been pushed to the breaking point, the wrath they unleash on the elite will be a reckoning these cowards have never

imagined.
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DesertRat, do you think there was an actual attempt on the governor of Mich. or was that a false Rag?
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It is called revolution of the people against the kings.
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You better stock up on lots of ammo because the ammunitions manufacturers will be shut down.
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It is not just the Dutch government behind this mess in Holland, it is also the Dutch royal family. They are members of the Committee

of 300, those who are behind the scenes pulling the strings of depopulation and global takeover by the wealthy oligarchs. They have

familial ties with the British royal family, as well as the N@z!s.   Another fun fact: The original name for the Bill & Melinda Gates

Foundation was "The Bill & Melinda Gates Institute for Population Control" and its mission is/was "to help developing countries create

their own reproductive health policies and programs." What conspiracy??? There is no conspiracy here, they want the best for all of

us!!! NOT!
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Never mind that Bill and Melinda have three children of their own, so I guess it's "rules for thee, but not for me"! Terrifying to

learn that there are three of another generation from this family. One is going to be a doctor (or is now)!! Watch out!  Bill has

quite an ugly history. He was never a computer genius, he made his money exploiting others. I learned a lot of interesting things

in the history portion of a college intro to computers class!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/22/2022 11:01:17 AM
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Formaggio
Joined On 8/8/2010 12:15:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A dead livestock animal for consumption passes no gas. Does it part to save the planet. :)  I guess they will have to cull livestock to

curtail reproduction. When I hear someone say it's to save the planet, I just ask them for a deep dive. As if, the planet will explode into

rocks from farting cows. Rest assure, those like Gates will enjoy real beef. Will have an insignifcant impact on climate. When I had

Comcast, I loved watching shows about Africa wildlife. Often, I hear about droughts having lasted 5, 10, 15, 20 years back then before

the climate change hype. Yet, nobody seemed concerned. There was no Railing of the arms in desperation to call attention to it. It's

nature. Eventually the rains came, the strong survived, the weak did not.
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The world goes thru cycles, hot and cold. Somehow, man and animals survive them. The only thing we cannot survive is

ourselves, our greed, evil. Mini ice ages we survived. Droughts we survived.
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Read::Bill Goats and the Forest to fnd out what happens- BillGoats.com Hat tip to James Corbett for interviewing the author- For

children of all ages- :)
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The 'mainstream' has a lot of "PULL" so why can't Joe Blow (average American) get the same? When will 'we' get to post again on

FAKEBOOK the 'real' truths that actually HAVE BEEN FACK CHECKED NOT FAKE CHECKED?
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I had a friend who as a child Rew to Portland Trail Blazer basketball games with Bill Gates and Paul Allen. His mom was Paul Allen's

secretary. My friend said that Paul Allen would play guitar with him and other things but Bill Gates was always looking at his laptop

and socially distant to the child.
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We had a request to buy our farm. I have no idea from whom, but we declined.
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Glad you declined. Chances are it would not have been anyone you would have been proud to take it over.
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BEWARE!! now? they will start fnding 'problems' with all your previous 'clearances' to be in business. BE READY.
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I was born into the British system of control and to some extent I understand it. It starts with the prince and princess theme and

idolizing royalty. (Flies in the face of the second of Ten Commandments: Thou shall not worship false idols.) Generally speaking

people of my era are beautifully behaved and very cooperative. It's part of why so many people can live so close together on such a

small island; unless you live on farmland, an island or in the wilds. The words "National Trust" are often said with reverence. The

National Trust holds farming land in England and has 1,500 tenant farmers (tenant = pay rent), who do a beautiful job of looking after

the land.

Prince Charles is president of the National Trust. The two things I like, not as numerous as the things I dislike about him: he farms

organically; he hates modern architecture beside thatched cottages, or any ancient domiciles. He's not ft to be king, but that's another

subject, such as forming a Republic. The following info is from the I/T: "Note that although most National Trust properties are in

England, the Trust does care for several properties in Wales as well. Get Your National Trust Membership!

www.nationaltrust.org.au/membership  We are Europe's largest conservation charity with fve million members and the UK's largest

private landowner and farmer with 250,000 hectares of land (620,000 acres; 970 square miles) and 775 miles of coast across England,

Wales and Northern Ireland.

We are a registered charity, completely independent of Government and rely on income from membership fees, donations and legacies

and revenue raised from our commercial operations, such as our tea rooms and holiday cottages. We are the nation's largest farm

owner, with more than 1,500 tenant farmers." .........Did you think Gates had an original thought to purchase farmland in the USA? He's

world's elite Copycat Creep #1.
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I think Bull Gates is channeling everything back to him. It's like Clod Schwab said, you'll own nothing and WE will be happy or

something like that. Bull Gates wants all the phony meat to go through his companies. So make the fake climate change, get them to

kill their cattle, then everybody is going to have to buy Bull Gates phony soy meats and he'll be even RICHER. It's like everyone will be

paying him rent money and he can sit pretty.
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All the plans of mice and MEN! We are MEN and we'll exterminate with EXTREME Prejudice the WEF Mice and their minions...period

dot!
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Plans of mice and men come to naught. It is plan of God that will prevail!
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Bill Gates was picked last for sports in elementary school and is getting back at everyone for it.
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And Dodge Ball is clearly the most dangerous sport in the world.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Billy couldn't get a date from that hot blonde cheerleader and has determined to destroy humanity for paybacks.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/22/2022 11:22:04 AM

" Like  # Dislike

 

bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He doesn't look well under all the makeup. Surely he can't last long...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/22/2022 2:08:15 PM

" Like  # Dislike

 

RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gates is a eugenicist FREAK. like Dr. Evil (Shwab) ! The day is coming rapidly when the world says ENOUGH!!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/22/2022 9:30:12 AM

" Like  # Dislike

 

kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just WHO sells this land to Bill Gates????? WHO and WHY?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/22/2022 7:36:19 AM

" Like  # Dislike

 

brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

$$$

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/22/2022 8:06:17 AM

" Like  # Dislike

 

Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People who fall prey to greed. He and China offer more money than any individual can afford. This can be anyone, you, me

selling our land. We want the highest price we can get, do not question what they will do with the land, house, or how much they

will charge for rent.  WE ARE OUR OWN WORST ENEMY! If someone offers $100,000 for your house when it is only worth

$50,000, WHICH OFFER DO YOU TAKE?????????????????

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/22/2022 3:58:30 PM

" Like  # Dislike

 

jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People like Gates have private real-estate that do the purchasing for them. it's not hard to put a sign up. I work with someone

who owns their own realestate company. So a land owner would have no clue that Bill Gates was buying their land.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/22/2022 6:13:00 PM
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Mihaela4
Joined On 2/20/2022 6:37:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stop this delinquent from destroying our life it’s nobody there capable to do this

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/22/2022 5:56:35 AM

" Like  # Dislike

 

MeRobertM
Joined On 10/26/2018 7:18:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anybody remember when the dim0craps tried to ban, and make illegal, backyard gardening? A one-fnger salute to them!!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/22/2022 3:54:29 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

who said it was the Dems alone who did this? Have you done your research, and checked the actual Congressional voting record

? Please do so before spouting here! Thank you.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/22/2022 10:46:22 AM

" Like  # Dislike

 

rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A lot of my fellow conservatives get mad, but I see Trump as controlled opposition. The only thing that helps explain his

motivations for suddenly offering to help middle class Christians. This alleged change of heart from a lifelong leftist came out

of nowhere and ba�ed me till 2020. No, Trump didn't suddenly become a Christian. He never even claimed to.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/22/2022 11:26:25 AM

" Like  # Dislike

 

brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ALL politicians are total scum by the time they rise to any prominence. They are bought and sold so many times they don't know

which way is up. They are also 100% controlled in every way and if they don't comply, they are removed.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/22/2022 3:24:17 PM

" Like  # Dislike

 

jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Michigan Governor, Whitmer, banned the selling of seeds and gardening during the 2020 lockdowns. Gardening was

considered a non-essential activity. The areas of stores that sold seeds and gardening supplies in places like Lowes, Home

Depot, and Menards were blocked off. Anyone caught outside doing these activities were arrested. One guy was paddle

boarding by himself on a deserted beach and he was arrested. Meanwhile, her husband took their yacht out on the lake to have

some fun.
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some fun.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/22/2022 6:10:12 PM
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NurseKaren45
Joined On 6/10/2017 6:15:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I remember in Florida when it was up for a vote that no city, county, or state government can tell us we can't grow food in our

front yards. The law passed and we can legally grow our food in any part of the yard that we want (unless you have an HOA). But

guess what party voted against us? Every vote against this law that will protect us came from a DEMOCRAT. I thought dems

were on the green agenda. What is not green about growing your own food?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/23/2022 9:21:44 AM
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StaceyKir
Joined On 4/5/2011 1:56:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why is Gates buying most land in Louisiana and Arkansas even Arizona? I thought he was buying farm land. Aren't those places not as

well known for farming?
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mirandola- He’s a diabolical piece of garbage, but Gates of Hell is Not the AC. This takes biblical knowledge and understanding, for the

AC will come in with all the answers and miracles to end all of this pre-planned set-up. He will also have the advanced medical

treatments to cure the very ills his demons and US duped devised. But the Church will have already been taken out, so make sure your

one of those saved by grace. Yay, come soon!
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P.Sue
Joined On 6/27/2006 11:03:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Woe is Bill Gates and the others like him when they stand before Jesus at the White Throne Judgement.
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Astrocomical
Joined On 1/6/2021 5:20:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the meantime, though, we can hang him and the others for TREASON. ;)
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Bett137
Joined On 9/19/2007 7:09:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How do we stop it if states are allowing it?
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We resist personally, refuse to take the jab, buy their toxic foods, form convoys, peaceful protests so they cannot imprison us. If

need be go to concentration camps and die. I am ready, have my Savior.
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Mr.Magoo
Joined On 8/17/2010 8:24:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Laughing my head off: Boni is not a massive player’ at all, with just 47 outlets and a market share of a tiny 0,5%. Wonder what the rest

of the information’ is worth.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You got to start somewhere. If you are Bill Gates you jump at every opportunity for taking over a market. From there you can

expand and do hostile takeovers of larger competitors. Never underestimate the snake!
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memyselfampi
Joined On 11/25/2008 5:49:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WORSE is that Gates is a SICK PEDOPHILE, in my opinion.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Refuse to go along? How? Nothing we do makes any difference.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rensmith, that is false. We all need to DO NOT COMPLY to any of it. Masking, testing, jabs, fear, lies, etc. Live locally, act locally,

buy locally, barter goods and services locally, pay in cash, etc. It makes a 100% difference and a 100% impact.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So; who 'hasn't' billy boy paid off?! This scum sucking evil minion really needs to be terminated - before he terminates all of humanity!

All this, as a result of an alleged virus that has never been proven to exist - because it doesn't exist! I'm having a dircult time

processing this utterly insane world. How many brilliant doctors and scientists have to explain to you that there is no "covid virus"

attacking humanity, before you understand? FACT: Covid is NOT a virus; nor a disease. It is a collection of symptoms; IE: cold and Ru.

-- www.bitchute.com/.../WEU7wWWDDKkM
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've heard others saying viruses don't exist. And the earth is Rat. So why the suppression of Ivermectin and other effective

treatments? I got pretty sick with something this fall. All imaginary no doubt. Managed to get HQ through the black market. Did

you know you can take out patents on a virus made in a lab?
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He's a punk and a thief. And a eugenicist like his dear old dad. He ripped off his partners, he's NOT technical - he's PT Barnum

only Barnum was more honest - he lied to congress, got his jollies on Epstein's pedo island - etc etc etc... 'Windows" is a security

disaster and they just pushed out a monster patch to fx SOME of the current holes (good luck with that). My bet is that the

patches may put "windows" in your Windows, so the three letters can see what you are doing 24x7 if they want.  NO ONE knows

what is in microsucks Windows any more!! Too bad when he was in HS, and got stuffed in a locker, someone let him out!!!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you have a closed mind and block your ears and eyes, you will not hear or see the truth, only the lies of gates, etc. Friends

whom i thought were intelligent have fallen prey to his lies, think he is a saint, sits next to the throne of God.. Will not even listen

to my lies, false accusations of him, fauci, etc. Biden is good. Supreme court is evil, women have rights! Yes we do have rights,

to not get drunk and pregnant, to say no. If raped, get aborted immedietely, not months later. Mother always said, cross your

legs and space drinks, better yet, do not drink at all.The virus is real and I am forbid to ever come to her house because i will not

get vaccine. How do you convince someone like that??
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rensmith; is it too much trouble for you to simply watch the video I provided? A little knowledge is a dangerous thing.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

RedRaven; microshaft isn't even worthy to pick up Linux's garbage; even though Linux doesn't leave any garbage! I ditched

microspy for Linux a long time ago and I couldn't be happier! Microscum is one of the companies that want to write covid code

that will be implanted inside your body - for your "health and safety" of course! I'm lucky that I found these links. The "Fact

Checkers" are out in force! -- biohackinfo.com/news-microsoft-patent-wo2020060606-human-biometrics-cr..  --

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC526112  -- Dordee; "How do you convince someone like that?" - You don't! They can't hear you.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, Otis. I agree with you on all points. Many doctors are putting out great information; but they're still supporting the covid

con! The more that the lying and deceiving media tells me that people are dying from covid; the more I know they're not. I'm fed

up with listening to "Number of cases" and "infections" - coming from a bogus PCR test that can't even tell the difference

between a living and dead virus. It was also explained very well, in the Zach Bush video I linked to. I, and millions of others have

not been sick at all - throughout this covid psyops. How can this be, if we're ALL being stalked by a deadly, rampaging killer

virus? We would all be dead by now...especially the ones who "take off the mask to eat and drink" - utter insanity! We're being

told in Canada that we're in the 7th wave (so, all the babies need to take the nanobot shot)...I'm still searching for the frst wave!

Talk about gullible!
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Otis. This is the information I have for Dr. Fuellmich's contacts if you want Randy to have them: Contact Dr Reiner Fuellmich:

info@fuellmich.com or you can contact him via his contact page on his website. He does get hundreds of emails per day, which

are all read and says he responds to those of importance. Thank you for your kind comments. This is his webpage:

www.fuellmich.com/kontakt  It just gives the same URL for contact, but there's phone number here also. But Dr. Fuellmich

already knows that the Covid 19 virus was never isolated, which is what are the fndings in this video. Patrick King a Canadian in

western Canada won his case in court there on the basis that the Covid 19 virus has never been isolated. It's common

knowledge as far as I know. The FBI involvement is signifcant in showing that it is involved.
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preprite
Joined On 6/11/2022 12:34:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The end is approaching fast. Its part of the Anti Christs system which will require everyone to receive the mark. It will more than likely

be a chip implanted in your hand of forehead or both !! DONT EVER ALLOW IT !!! Or you will be doomed to destruction ( hell) This is a

Spiritual thing going on now. Wake up read your bible especially Revelation and Daniel Jesus is coming back soon Repent of your sins

and be baptized while you still have a chance!! There are some REALLY bad things about to happen REALLY bad
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe in Revelation. But revelation means "reveal" "new" -- what BAD things are going to happen? Can you outline them for

us?
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Revelation of Jesus Christ is the prophetic HISTORY of the Church. It is and has been unfolding since Jesus Christ left this

earth. [Rev.1] The most part is the destruction of the antichrist/false prophet and the apostate Harlot Church which devours the

whole earth. The beginning holds warnings for the church of Jesus Christ. People should take heed they are not deceived by all

the lies and errors which have overtaken the churches and also to know the true identity of the antichrist and beast system is

the Roman Catholic Church. The RCC was frst apostate and then raised up the frst pope.

read Rev.9:1 .....to see the rise of the papacy, the 5th trumpet, 606AD. The Protestant Reformation exposed the papacy as the

antichrist in 1517 when Martin Luther began to expose the RCC for what it really is. All prophecy can be seen throughout history

being fulflled til now, we may be in the 6th vial/bowl judgment of the 7th trumpet. No one knows the timeline for what has not

yet happened. All this previously has been going on for 2000 years. But we can see evidence of a rapid decline and Rood of lies

in the church. If the church had been strong in faith and obedience we would not be seeing such awful sin engulfng the world.

God is sovereign in this world. But this also is foretold. The saints, true Christians, must remain watchful, faithful and patient as

God's prophetic timeline unfolds and he destroys evil for good. After years of study of this book and I learned how important it

is to know it must relate to all scripture written before it. You must know the whole bible to understand Revelation, God's plans.

It is good news to know that evil and sin will be forever destroyed by God. This is the patience of the saints.
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

True.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Bill and Lauren for stating the facts. Satan's greatest deception is that he is not real. His next greatest deception is

the Church of Satan. All evil stems from the Vatican. As an ex altar boy I can see it is all in plain sight in our Owners Manual.

Sad to say, ALL organized religions are an abomination to God. Skip the charlatans and and have a relationship with the Creator

through his Son's sacrifce.
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And i do not want to spend eternity seperated from God .

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/22/2022 4:06:48 PM
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The baptism isn’t necessary. That’s a confused theology of biblically historical illiterates. Roman Catholics and Southern

Baptists come to mind. Baptism was part of Jewish law and had nothing to do with Gentiles, who are to be saved by Paul’s

Gospel of Grace= belief in the death burial and resurrection of Jesus Christ, Who is the only God, for the remission of sins.

Pretty simple. Faith in God’s Grace plus nothing else. Then.... personal change begins.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/22/2022 9:56:44 PM
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jeri223
Joined On 8/21/2012 11:57:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Isa 5:8 Woe unto them that join house to house, that lay feld to feld, till there be no place, that they may be placed alone in the midst

of the earth!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/22/2022 9:16:28 AM
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jil6784
Joined On 6/9/2014 10:53:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The great reset will be the one world government set in place. These are signs of the end times spoken about in Scripture. Its' time to

look up and turn to God. He love us and has been long suffering in waiting for us repent. Now is the time to seek Him while He still

may be found. As much as I hate to see what is going on and stand against it, the wheels are in motion. Only Someone bigger than

ourselves can save us.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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Amen!! He gave us free choice rather than force us to love Him. Now i feel His patience is coming to an end. End times are here!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/22/2022 3:32:39 PM
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MeRobertM
Joined On 10/26/2018 7:18:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When will the wars start? Taking land from farmers for "immigrants"? Don't they mean MOSLEMS? Who and what will they feed them?

Goat? Yeah, they're smaller than cattle and make good "bed buddies" before they slaughter them.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The wars have started, been going on for some time. Vietnam, Korea, Ukraine, everywhere one country has tried to take over

another, been a lot of those lately.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/22/2022 3:34:45 PM
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SALVA1ONEGIANNAOL.COM
Joined On 3/28/2021 6:17:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just happened to notice something strange concerning the month of JUNE this year that also applies to some past years and also

future years .It, has to do with the MARK OF THE BEAST - The mark would be required for everyone - Rich and poor - slave and free to

be required to -BUY OR SELL anything ! The technology already exists and has been used by some as a badge of honor . Almost as a

sign of being in an exclusive club . Like the Elite ! The MARK would be on the hand or forehead !  -06-06-2022 = 666 -06-15-2022 = 666

-06-24-2022 = 666 -06-06-2013 = 666 -06-15-2013 = 666 -06-24-2013 = 666 -06-06-2031 = 666 -06-15-2031 = 666 -06-24-2031 = 666

The very same applies to the following years -  2103 2130 2112 2202 2211 2220 2301 2310 2400 2004 3003 3012 3021 3030 4002

4011 4020 4110 4200 5001 5010 5100 6000
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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Randy, everyone and I mean everyone should watch your link of Regis Tremblay interviewing Poornima Wagh. She exposes in detail

and somewhat easy to understand and follow the history and development of the fraudulent "scamdemic". She even says to not follow

Dr. Mercola or Dr. McCullough because they are going down the wrong rabbit hole. I would like to get this interview to Reiner Fuelmich

at the Corona Virus Committee in Germany. Not sure how to do that but I think Retsbew, another Canadian commenter here, knows

how to connect with Fuelmich. I will be sending her your link. Also Regis Tremblay said he has 3 more upcoming interviews with

Poornima Wagh. I think she will be talking about the deadly jab among other related topics. She said in this interview that the jab is

deadly and poisonous, cannot make a virus in a lab, and there is no virus. Thanks for this all important link. It is a recent interview

dated July 21st.
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Martha Rosenberg
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Why does the Doc who is pro-environmental support meat operations which are the opposite?
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gardenbe
Joined On 1/23/2016 7:24:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He does not support meat operations. He’s written multiple articles in the past on that topic and buying pasture raised meat
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He is pro health, and believes meat is a fantastic source of nutrition. This site has been around for many years. He has written

hundreds of articles about ecofarming and the value of 100% grass fed organic meats raised in small sustainable farms.

Believe me..
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Because regenerative farming and ranching are 100% benefcial to the environment. Opposite of industrial farming and CAFO's.
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brianallen1
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Beef. It's what's for dinner. And lunch. And breakfast.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

R U a TROLL? What you just said makes no sense? What does meat/animals have to do with being "pro" or "anti" environment?

Let me follow your stupid question with a dumber one. If animals are bad for the planet, which animal is causing the most

damage? Humans, of course. So, using your logic we should kill all the humans on the planet. We'll start with vegetarians frst

because I hear they taste better when grilled over a fre. Also, in the name of "saving the planet" we want to PRESERVE ALL

VEGETATION on the planet to speed up the planet's recovery. So the meat eaters that are left behind will have to consume

themselves once all the plant eaters are gone. Of course, once the plant eaters are gone the problem is solved. The meat eaters

continue eating meat and all the pollution caused by farming goes away with the plant eaters.
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Joined On 2/20/2020 9:26:14 AM
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A meat shortage is not a "food" shortage. AND the Doc used to be AGAINST nitrogen which cause water pollution, fsh kills and algae

bloom. Why the 180?
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Martha, Martha, Martha, there has been no 180.
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I've got a feeling no matter what anyone says, you will fnd an argument because of your beliefs. Maybe you would be happier at

a vegetarian or vegan promoting site.
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Go to your local Walmart. Eat some of Farmer Bill's Impossible Foods.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Martha Rosenberg, for many it could mean a nutritional shortage because a large percentage of the worlds population cannot

maintain good health on only a vegetarian diet. Without nitrogen nothing will grow. You are referring to the potential deleterious

effects of non organic nitrogen. Other than those two items, you are correct.
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R U smarter than a 5th Grader? The nitrogen run-off articles Dr. Mercola has written about refer to CAFO's and MAN-MADE

FERTILIZERS! Nitrogen isn't a pollutant. The reason it causes "algae blooms" is because plants feed on nitrogen. The reason

that's a problem for the water is that it depletes the oxygen levels in the water. If you would educate yourself, you would

understand that Nitrogen makes up 78% of our atmosphere by weight. With that said, if Nitrogen was toxic pollution, we would

all die within the next 30 seconds!
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Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Martha, he would not be against nitrogen. That is utter nonsense since 80% of our atmosphere is nitrogen and there would be

no life! Nitrates and fertilizer runoff is more accurately what needs to be guarded.
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